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In The Know...
IGC Monthly Update July 2019

7th July Adam’s Shadow Graham Mercer

14th July Abraham’s Shadow Rian Francis

21st July Moses’ Shadow Frank Irawo

28th July Samuel’s Shadow Paul Anderson-Walsh

Prayer meeting is held on Tuesday between 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the lower hall.

The Mind Of Christ | Mindful of Man
Bring what you can Take what you need

Community Outreach Sunday

We’re planning a special outreach day on Sunday
7th July. After a short service we will be going out
into the community to distribute our “What’s behind
the big red doors” leaflets. We’ll be back for lunch
in the Lower Hall at 1:30 p.m.



Well I hope you have enjoyed the wardrobe of grace series. It
felt like a very useful and timely series for us to reflect on so
thank you for all your sharing and all the comments that we
received from you.

This month we begin a new series entitled “grace in the
shadows”. As will become apparent, the title reflects our belief
that the concept of grace, so often considered a new
Testament/new covenant teaching, traces its origins to before
the very foundation of the Earth where the Lamb of God was
slain.

We hope that you find this series to be both stimulating and
challenging. Many of the characters that you will encounter
during the series will be familiar to you like: Adam, Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and Joshua to name but
a few. However this time we will seek to re-introduce them to
you and will do so by asking you to look at them through the
lens of the new covenant. We are confident that when viewed
in this way, that which for many has hitherto been the
monochrome world of the Old Testament, burst into new life in
colour as these men and women and places and feasts are
diffused through Calvary’s prism.

Thank you for your continued
financial support. As you can
see from the graph we are
behind budget. The gap
between our fixed overheads
and our income has widened
in recent months. You don’t
need to be alarmed; the Lord
provides. We would only ask
you to be open and prayerful
as to if, how, and when you
too might want to participate
in the ministry of giving and
receiving.
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